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• The NHS is England's single-payer health service funded 
entirely by Government (Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland have separate systems)

• Structural change in recent years has made NHS more 
independent by weakening direct link between NHS and 
Parliament 

• Probably England's most popular public service and very 
politically sensitive. 

• Big infrastructure of patient participation groups, pressure 
groups and others - a large existing conversation 

Where we start



The NHS is founded on 
a common set of 

principles and values 
that bind together the 

communities and 
people it serves –

patients and public –
and the staff who work 

for it. 

NHS Constitution



• New NHS England Board (from 2012) wanted to make itself 
more accountable and listen to different sorts of evidence

• Sense that patient participation was dominated by similar 
voices and not joined up.

• Focus on complain-and-suggest rather than bringing people 
into the decision making process or seeing them as co-
producers of their own healthcare

• Need for more open culture within NHS management - NHS 
Citizen is a cultural and organisational development 
programme, not just tech

Why NHS Citizen?



• Don't replicate - there are plenty of existing forums and 
discussions, we should bring them in rather than stealing 
their traffic

• Accessible to all - make sure that people are able to 
contribute in any way they feel comfortable, don't impose a 
debate model

• Be agile - test and change in response to feedback

• Clear connection to influence - make sure NHS senior 
management are involved and that every issue that gets a 
certain level of support gets an answer 

Design principles



• Design events roughly every six weeks over the course 
of a year

• Design changed as a result - more networked, less 
focused around linear debate and more around 
connecting existing conversations elsewhere, more 
focus on building a single online and offline conversation 

• About 1,000 people involved, with a central core group 
who came to most events

• Design was published as 1.0 in April 2015. Building first 
version started in June. 

Design community



• Build had to start quickly, so current version is very early 
stage - and some part of the design were more ambitious 
than we realised

• Heading towards first Citizen Assembly in November -
currently preparing the issue list from public participant input

• Compromises we have made (for example, starting with a 
single discussion space) have validated the original multi-
channel design

• True mark of success will be changing the culture in the NHS 

Making it real



• Have engaged with multiple online and offline 
communities, bringing ideas from offline into online 
discussions and vice versa

• Still two separate streams but starting to see some 
crossover

• Some very strong personal testimony – equally 
some challenging behaviour

• Aim is to take the five most significant issues to the 
Board – but all significant issues get an answer

“Gather” community



• Is a truly joint online/offline community possible?

• Can you have a long-running deliberative space or 
does an insider/outsider split inevitably develop?

• How can we make NHS Citizen a shared space 
rather than a vehicle for complaints or a PR 
exercise?

• Can a public body manage a politically sensitive 
public dialogue in a digital environment? 

Our challenges


